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Teaching computational physics as a laboratory sequence
Ross L. Spencer
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

~Received 13 November 2003; accepted 8 November 2004!

In spite of the difficulty of adding new courses to an already full undergraduate physics curriculum,
the education of undergraduate physics students would be greatly enhanced by learning
computational methods. The standard method of addressing this need is to offer a computational
physics course. We have chosen to use the standard three credit hours allotted to computational
physics by offering three separate one-credit laboratories, one for sophomores, one for juniors, and
one for seniors. Students are introduced to symbolic methods usingMAPLE when they are
sophomores, and to numerical methods usingMATLAB beginning in their junior year. This
introduction helps prepare students for their upper division courses, for the research they will do for
their senior projects, and spreads computational methods throughout the undergraduate
curriculum. © 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physics, like other structured disciplines, has a very
curriculum because students need to learn challenging m
rial dating back at least to the 1700’s. Much of the old
ideas and techniques are still important and cannot simpl
replaced by the most recent advances. So even though
putational methods have been important in physics for m
than 30 years, the physics departments that offer them~about
half in the United States, according to an Internet search
wide sample of departments! only offer one course on nu
merical methods. A particularly well-developed example
such a single course using a laboratory setting is the co
developed over a span of nearly 20 years by Gould
Tobochnik.1,2 Two notable exceptions are the interdiscip
nary computational physics bachelor’s degree at Ore
State University, in which computational methods are e
ployed throughout the curriculum,3,4 and the CCLI Project a
Lawrence University, which integrates computation with u
dergraduate coursework.5–7

At Brigham Young University we began teaching comp
tational physics by offering it late in the curriculum when t
students’ experience allowed advanced problems to be t
led. We offered a three-credit course in numerical method
the senior/first-year graduate level with an emphasis on
methods for solving partial differential equations, using t
excellent book by Garcia8 which taught us, among othe
things, the value ofMATLAB as an introductory programmin
language. By teaching this course we learned that it cam
late for our undergraduates that little connection betw
these methods and their other course work and their rese
projects was possible. Also our lecture/homework style c
ated much frustration, because many of our students h
poor programming skills when they start our program. S
dents studying this subject need help from the instructo
be able to develop good programming style and debugg
skills.

To reduce the second problem we started using a lab
tory format so that while the students were working at co
puters doing their homework, the instructor and seve
teaching assistants were present to help them with debug
and to answer questions.~A survey of computational course
shows that other departments also use this solution.! In this
format the instructor gives a short introduction to the subj
151 Am. J. Phys.73 ~2!, February 2005 http://aapt.org/a
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for the day, after which students go to work. Occasio
mini-lectures are given during the lab period to enliven t
course, to anticipate difficulties, and to provide breadth.
were pleased to find that teaching this subject as a lab cre
an active learning environment in which students are
posed to problems, help each other solve them much of
time, and are ready to listen when the instructor has so
thing to say.9

This use of an active learning environment worked so w
that we decided to abandon our three-credit lecture cou
and put in its place three one-credit lab courses: Physics
330, and 430.~The usual semester load of a physics majo
14–16 credit hours.! Physics 230 is designed for sophomo
physics majors and teaches them basic computational s
~with an emphasis on symbolic methods! usingMAPLE. In the
process the students review the mathematical methods
learned in their first year and apply them to physics proble
from their first and second year courses. The textbook for
course is aMAPLE worksheet.10 A similar electronic tutorial
in MATHEMATICA is included in Ref. 11, and a printedMATH-

EMATICA tutorial with similar physics examples is in Ref. 1
Physics 330 is designed for juniors and focuses on o

nary differential equations with applications mostly fro
classical mechanics, especially nonlinear dynamics. The
dents start by learning to solve differential equations
MAPLE, using the same handout as in Physics 230. Wh
they are enhancing theirMAPLE skills, they also are learning
the basics ofMATLAB , culminating in learning how to use it
differential equation solvers. In the process the students
view classical mechanics and are introduced to some of
basic ideas of nonlinear dynamics. Other textbooks t
cover the same material as Physics 330, but not in a lab
tory format, are given in Refs. 11, 13–22.

Physics 430 is designed for seniors. The emphasis is
methods for partial differential equations and on grid me
ods usingMATLAB . These methods are illustrated with e
amples involving wave motion, diffusion, Schro¨dinger’s
equation, and two-dimensional electrostatics. Other te
books which cover the same material as Physics 430 inc
Refs. 11, 13–17, 20, 21, 23–25.

These courses are relatively new and are still being
fined, but our students give them good marks when th
evaluate the courses. The students are especially ple
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 This ar
with Physics 230, because of the power it gives them earl
their studies to solve difficult problems in their other phys
courses. In fact, most of our students now useMAPLE as their
standard mathematical handbook. When students becom
volved in research~now a graduation requirement in our d
partment!, they often useMAPLE and MATLAB . We have not
as yet, however, performed any systematic study of stud
outcomes to assess the quality of these courses.

To compare the approach described here with what is
ing done elsewhere, see the extensive listings of books
computational physics given in Ref. 26.

II. BRIEF COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

The goal of theMAPLE worksheet10 is to help students
develop the ability to solve difficult problems and to revie
the mathematics of their first two years of study. The wo
sheet is awkward to use in printed form, and is designed
be read by someone sitting in front of a computer.

For example, when the students learn to integrate
MAPLE they are given problems involving integration over
known charge distribution to find the electrostatic poten
and the electric field. When the students learn to useMAPLE
to do sums, they review the basic ideas of wave interfere
including two-slit interference and beats, usingMAPLE’s
powerful graphic capabilities. There is also a long exerc
on wave packets in which the students produce animation
packets in dispersive media, illustrating the ideas of ph
and group velocity. Students also plot Bessel and Legen
functions and are introduced to the idea of orthogonal fu
tions and Fourier analysis as they learn to make plots
perform integrations.

The environment consists of a room filled with compute
and staffed by an instructor and one or more teaching as
tants. The lab period lasts for three hours. Typically ea
student sits in front of their own computer, but we encoura
them to work as partners to learn more effectively. The
structor and the teaching assistants roam the room answ
questions and helping the students overcome programm
and conceptual errors. When the students discuss what
are doing with a partner, read the text aloud to each ot
and call the instructor or an assistant over for help, the cla
room becomes an active learning environment in which
ing difficult mathematics for three hours is much more fu
Students do not print their results because printing wa
paper and slows them down. Instead, when they finish
assigned problem, the instructor or a teaching assistant
with them for a few minutes listening to them explain wh
they did, asking questions, and correcting errors or misc
ceptions. During the semester three examinations are g
and the students also take a final examination, often in
format.

In addition to helping the students handle difficult pro
lems, Physics 230 is also an excellent preparation for
usual mathematical methods course on partial differen
equations. Because our students already know how to
MAPLE, the mathematical methods course uses it extensiv
However Physics 230 is not a mathematical methods cou
The emphasis is on learning to write and debug theMAPLE
code, and the mathematics and physics ideas in the co
are mostly a review of material previously covered in oth
courses.

There are three handouts for Physics 330: the same h
out used for Physics 230, aMATLAB tutorial and a brief ref-
152 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 2, February 2005
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erence manual, and a laboratory manual which gives the
dents the assigned tasks for each lab period and exp
some of the physics ideas that will be encountered. T
classroom environment is the same as for Physics 230,
cept that the instructor lectures a little more because
physical and mathematical content of the course is more
vanced. The emphasis is on classical dynamics, but the
of the course is for students to learn to write and debug
code, not to master the intricacies of dynamics. We assu
that the students either have already taken or are curre
enrolled in our junior-level classical mechanics course,
the physics topics in each lab are either a review of mate
already covered or a supplement to it.

Those who have taught this course have found that i
especially important for the instructor to carefully monit
the progress of the students during the first four labs to h
students not to become discouraged. Students who hav
programming background struggle at the beginning a
many just give up unless they receive special attention.
becomes clear that some students are not going to be ab
finish a laboratory, the instructor often helps the stude
catch up by doing part of a laboratory as a class project. H
from the instructor and from teaching assistants~almost ex-
clusively alumni of the course! is essential for all of the
students in the course to have a successful experience.

The text for Physics 430 is a lab manual that contains b
physical explanations and descriptions of computing te
niques. The emphasis is on finite difference methods us
uniform grids. All programming is done inMATLAB , and the
same active learning environment is used. Because exten
programming is required in this course, severalMATLAB

scripts are provided to the students for them to use as t
plates. Key parts often are left blank so that the student
program the most important parts of the algorithms, but
tails like building grids and making plots are supplied. Th
course is a companion to electrodynamics, quantum mec
ics, and thermal physics. The unifying idea in this course
the power of linear algebra to effect numerical solutions
difficult problems. This idea turns out to be a challenge
most of our students because linear algebra seems rathe
mote and abstract when they see it for the first time. Bu
comes alive for them when they use it to find the vibrati
frequencies of a hanging chain and the quantum bound s
energies in potential wells for which no analytic solution
available. They then use linear algebra to develop impl
algorithms for the diffusion and time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equations, culminating in an animation of a wave packet t
neling through a barrier and an animation of solitons form
and ‘‘colliding’’ with each other. Because of the more a
vanced nature of the problems in this course, the instru
usually requires the students to have read through the
signed laboratory before class, an activity that is encoura
by giving a short quiz on the reading at the beginning of ea
class period.

A drawback of this lab format is that it is difficult to fully
cover the theory behind the algorithms that are presen
Students who are interested in a more complete treatmen
encouraged to take a course on numerical analysis. Ano
concern is that Physics 430 focuses exclusively on finite
ference methods using uniform grids, and ignores finite e
ment methods, nonuniform grids, Monte Carlo methods, a
particle simulation methods. There also is the limitation th
programming in theMATLAB environment is different from
152Ross L. Spencer
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 This ar
programming in a compiled language. However, our exp
ence is thatMATLAB is an excellent preparation for learning
compiled language.

III. CONCLUSION

Computational physics is taught as a sequence of th
one-credit labs instead of as a lecture course. We find
this format allows us to introduce computational metho
earlier in the curriculum and to give a broader overview
computational physics. It also allows computational meth
to be emphasized over a period of three semesters inste
just one, which helps the students to become more profic
at programming. The students use the symbolic comp
tional skills they learn in these courses to do their homew
in our traditional physics courses, and they use both s
bolic and numerical methods in their research, gaining a
of skills that will help them succeed after they graduate.

We do not regard this lab sequence as a substitute f
rigorous course in numerical analysis. Students intereste
developing a true expertise in computational methods
encouraged to take one or more traditional courses in
field. But we find that these labs allow all of our students
develop basic skills in this important area.
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